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Some Numbers



LNL MTP Organization



MTP-LNL. WG 1: Nuclear Astrophysics

WG1: Nuclear Astrophysics theory
- Sensitivity studies on nuclear inputs needed by stellar models to reproduce 

observed abundances
- Identify most relevant and interesting science cases

WG2: Nucleosynthesis up to the Fe peak
- Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
- Stellar hydrogen burning
- Formation of 12C and the Hoyle state
- Carbon and Oxygen burning

WG3: Nucleosynthesis of trans-iron elements
- Decay properties of neutron-rich nuclei at the first r-process peak
- (α,n) reactions affecting abundances at the first r-process peak
- Direct neutron cross section measurements for the s-process 
- Indirect neutron capture cross sections for i- and r-process via surrogate 

reaction method

Cowan+2021



MTP-LNL. WG 2: Nuclear Structure

1. Light and medium mass exotic nuclei
 Onset of collectivitazion, clusterization and impact on astrophysics
 Nuclear correlation and nuclear forces (3N forces)
 Structure on neutron-rich medium mass nuclei, proton excitation

2. N~Z nuclei and isospin symmetry
 Quadrupole correlations: shapes and symetries 
 Pairing: the role of T=0 pn
 Isospin symmetry (breaking)
 Fundamental interactions

3. Shell evolution
N=50 (78Ni): intruder states, medium-spin states, single-particle nature
Shape coexistence
N=82 (132Sn): single particle nature, n-p multiplets

4. Deformation and collective modes
Pygmy dipole and quadrupole resonances (PDR,PQR)
Giant dipole and quadrupole resonances(GDR,GQR)
Isospin mixing, hot PDR
Jacoby shapes

NEDA
neutrons

GRIT
charged particles

AGATA
g-rays

ACTIVE
TARGETS

CTADIR
cryogenic

target

Forefront contemporary 
nuclear structure needs 
ground-breaking integrated 
systems

b-decay
station

PRISMA
heavy ions



MTP-LNL. WG 3: Nuclear Reactions and Dynamics

WG3. Fission and sub barrier fusion.

WG1. Fusion-evaporation and pre-equilibrium emission. 

WG2. Direct processes, transfer and particle spectroscopy. 

Study of the reaction mechanism
Multinucleon transfer at near- ad sub-barrier energies
• Production of neutron-rich heavy nuclei
• Nucleon-nucleon correlations
Competition between transfer and near-barrier fusion

Applications of transfer to structure and astrophysics
Asymptotic Normalization Constants
The problem of 12C and the 6He elastic breakup



MTP-LNL. WG 4: Applications

WG3. Development, characterization and modifications 
of materials for  applied nuclear physics.

WG1. Nuclear cross sections measurements and modelling for direct 
radionuclide production and neutron beam lines at SPES. 

WG2. ISOL and laser applications at the SPES facility. 

 Development of emerging 
RNs in Nuclear Medicine 
(67Cu, 47Sc, xxTb and future 
RNs: 117mSn, 119Sb,133,135La..)

 Modeling of nuclear xs

 Neutron facility @ SPES

 Laser spectroscopy and applications
 Nuclide production with ISOL for medicine and nuclear physics
 Decay spectroscopy of nuclides of medical interest

 Ion beam micro-analysis for nuclear targets development and 
cross section measurements for applied nuclear physics

 Ion-solid interaction and radiation damage of materials, 
detectors and devices 

 Novel detectors development and test

Flexible detector 



Timeline, an example
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Summary and Conclusions
 Material/talks available at the event website
 Review published on EPJ Topical issue
 Physics ideas developed within midterm plan was also 

collected in the NUPECC long-range plan
 Attraction of the International collaboration towards LNL, 

now and in the future with SPES → new users, new proposals 
 already now  

 SPES + TAP + “small machines”  → great asset for the lab



Ta -daaa ….
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